NEW COLLEGE CATALOGUE IS DISTRIBUTED

Curriculum Changes Include the Dropping of Forty-eight Courses

According to the description of the courses in the new catalogue of December 1932, 48 courses were dropped this year, and only seven new courses were added. The courses dropped have been entirely by the pure tutorial system. Eight have been completely eliminated.

From the art history and appreciation department one course, classical art, has been omitted. In English, the courses in the department of education. The sub-and Biblical literature to replace the
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WILL THE FORUM LIVE?

Tonight's meeting of the Campus Forum completes the first year's existence of the organization. Shortly after the Christmas recess a year ago, the Oxford Fellowship, the Geneva Committee, and delegates who attended the Student Volunteer Convention at Buffalo decided to organize a group which would study national and international problems. Thus there was born the Campus Forum whose purpose, according to its constitution, was "to create a sense of responsibility for formulating definite opinions on important matters of the day."

Without question there was a crying need for such a group on the campus. That students recognized its worth and potential possibilities is easily proved by referring to the attendance and interest shown. Several of the early meetings attracted over a hundred persons.

The success of the Forum during the last four months has not been clearly defined. Some of the meetings have proved valuable while others have been rather trifling; in producing results partly dependent upon the attendance of students; and perhaps because the Forum did not enter wholeheartedly into the discussion. Furthermore there is no lack of interest and partly because those present are afraid to show their ignorance.

The Forum will not continue the fine work it started if there is no incentive to do so. That incentive can be given only if the attendance and the degree of participation in discussions is increased.

That there is a necessity for some such body is undeniable, as has been proved by the experience of students elsewhere. There is no method of bringing about an understanding between them. Furthermore there is a possibility of its being a basis for a judgment as to whether the Campus Forum will maintain the position originally planned for it.

The Campus Forum will not continue the fine work it started if there is no incentive to do so. That incentive can be given only if the attendance and the degree of participation in discussions is increased.

That there is a necessity for some such body is undeniable, as has been proved by the experience of students elsewhere. There is no method of bringing about an understanding between them. Furthermore there is a possibility of its being a basis for a judgment as to whether the Campus Forum will maintain the position originally planned for it. The meeting tonight may prove somewhat crucial in that there are questions such as such body is undeniable, as has been proved by the experience of students elsewhere. There is no method of bringing about an understanding between them. Furthermore there is a possibility of its being a basis for a judgment as to whether the Campus Forum will maintain the position originally planned for it. The meeting tonight may prove somewhat crucial in that there are questions such as such body is undeniable, as has been proved by the experience of students elsewhere. There is no method of bringing about an understanding between them. Furthermore there is a possibility of its being a basis for a judgment as to whether the Campus Forum will maintain the position originally planned for it. The meeting tonight may prove somewhat crucial in that there are questions such as such body is undeniable, as has been proved by the experience of students elsewhere. There is no method of bringing about an understanding between them. Furthermore there is a possibility of its being a basis for a judgment as to whether the Campus Forum will maintain the position originally planned for it.
Three Home Games On 1933 Grid Schedule

LAKE FOREST INCLUDED IN PRESEASON PROGRAMS

Vikes Beat Lake Forest Friday

In Second Victory for Lawrence; Last By Conference Game

By Robert Pulferhouse

In a magnificent show of support and superior passing played by the Lawrence basketball team, they started the season with a 55 to 40 victory over Lake Forest at Waukesha on Friday night. The Vikes were led by coach Percy Clapp, who had the impression of being a shifty forward and senior on the team. They showed a lot of promise in their pre-season games, but their best game was against the Big Ten opponents. The team played a tight defense and finished the game with a 15-point lead. Lawrence's key players were Miller, a sophomore pivot man, who was polished in floor play and accurate in the chief Badger scoring threat along with Bloom, a sophomore forward, who scored two baskets by the splendid defensive work of the Lawrence defense. The team made a shot that enabled the Chicago-Wisconsin game to end in a tie.

Three Games to Be Played Each Saturday Afternoon to Begin at 1:30

Coach A. C. Denney has announced that the basketball schedule for the intercollegiate meet will begin next Saturday afternoon in the Alexander Gym. Three games will be played each Saturday afternoon; the first game will begin at 1:30, the second at 2:15, and the final game at 3:00 p.m. The schedule, as drawn, follows:

January 14
- Delta Iota vs. Delta Sigma Tau
- Theta Phi vs. Beta Sigma Phi
- Phi Chi Omega vs. Phi Kappa Tau

January 21
- Phi Chi Omega vs. Delta Sigma Tau
- Beta Sigma Phi vs. Sigma Phi Epis
- Phi Kappa Tau vs. Delta Iota

January 28
- Theta Phi vs. Delta Sigma Tau
- Phi Chi Omega vs. Sigma Phi Epis
- Delta Sigma Tau vs. Delta Sigma Phi

(Continues on page 4)

Marquette University Dental School

Dental school enrollment in the fall of this year will be less in number of students than in the past. The school is now receiving many applications for enrollment, with the result that the number of students will be reduced to about 350. The fall term will begin on September 1, and the preliminary examination will be held on August 31. The school is offering courses in all fields of dental and general medicine.

Henry N. Marx

Quality Jewelers

212 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wis.

FOX LADY TIMES

"SON DAUGHTER"--
RAMON NOVARO

WED. AND THURS.

"SECOND HAND WIFE"

SALLY KILNER

AND BILLY O'BRIEN

ON THE

WED. EVENING

at 8 o'clock

Technical Director, '34-'35 Domain of "FOX RADIO" and broadcast from the FOX stage.

A dish of Fairmont's ice cream dispels today's troubles and thoughts of tomorrow's lessons.
**News From Other Colleges**

By Wilhemina Moyer

At Cornell University there are forty-five houses affording students the quality of home season. For their first lease the corporation was required to open the cover of a foot box, and the fastest horses opened it in five seconds. Wonder if they got a good letter or two,

The depression is hitting everything and nothing escapes its terrible ravages. The University of Alabama recently notified the trustees because of a clash between the administration from the president to the lab to swing at each other. Foote and Lawrence

Lawrence Cagers Win From Lake Forest Five

(Continued from page 5)

A fine of sixpence is imposed at the University of Wisconsin for throwing darts.

A student of Butler university, having survived over 200 marks in the last three weeks, wrote and published an advertisement for students who are now continuing their studies for a fine of sixpence.

Students at Georgia college wear smoked glasses to class so that they can see through the lecture hall and be doing something during the lecture.

The Associated Women Students of the University of Alabama recently presented rules forbidding smoking on campus.

Another agreement in favor of fraternity is the plan, the beautiful plan. No, not to hang on someone else, but it is not yet easy to avoid it. Pit of the students were recently found in a pawn shop in Los Angeles.

Imagine it, the poor little innocent boy at St. Paul farther college can even wear their fraternities according to traditions without having a say with them, “Hey, you, a boy, you guys who have been mean here neighborhood?” (There’s his very word.) Imagine how hungry the boy would be in our fair city if they tried to keep track of all the “bros” on the night they stole the dead old dorm.

---

**Saturday Night Artistic Series Concert Thursday**

**New Survey Shows Depression Causes Many Changes in Students’ View**

New York, N.Y. — The effect of the depression which has swept from college campuses many of the gay high groups against which the undergraduates used to hold their studies is also adverse to college curricula, a survey of twenty-four colleges and universities.

In answer to queries from the New York Times, officials of institutions from Boston to Berkeley estimated that the chief effect of the depression had been to make the students far out of campus life and to force the students on books and scholarship.

The student of 1933, many of the students indicated, had the family breadwinner and is buying second-hand books, and more and more books.

An interpretation of the statistics and opinion indicates a trend away from technical education toward cultural education. In a survey of the institution the enrollment of which was most affected by the depression, cannot be those located in the farming belts of the Midwest. Most colleges and universities maintained their enrollments at about the same figure as last year, and a few Eastern institutions even reported slight increases in their student enrollment.

Columbia, with an estimated enrollment of more than 1,500, reported the largest loss of any of the American institutions.

At the University of California the “chief effect of the depression noted here is that there is a generally lower and return of old students who once left. Whether the frog likes it or not, statement in the truth—and it is backed up by research and investigations by Professor Harry L. Hekter, assistant professor of psychology at the University of Wisconsin.

Through various experiments conducted on a number of these fellowships are sponsored by the organization which act as an intermediary to further the exchange of students and professors between countries. These fellowships are open to both men and women. Preference is given to candidates under 30 years of age and in those who are unmarried.

**Fellowsips Are Made Available**

The general eligibility requirements for these graduate fellowships are such that a candidate applying for one must be a citizen of the United States or one of its possessions; be a college graduate or a senior or who will have fulfilled this requirement before entering upon the fellowship; be of good moral character and intellectual ability and of superior personal qualities; possess ability to do independent study and research; and have a practical writing, reading, and speaking knowledge of the language in the particular country where he is to study.

These opportunities are open to both men and women. Preference is given to candidates under 30 years of age and in those who are unmarried.

At the present time fellowships are available in Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan, and Switzerland.

Dr. G. C. Cole has detailed information on these fellowships, and will be glad to give this information.

**Fraternity Basketball Schedule Is Announced**

**Newman Club Makes Plans For Holding Scholastic Tournaments**

The Newman club, an organization of Catholic students of Lawrence college, met Sunday afternoon and planned a scholastic program to take this opportunity.

After the business meeting, Mr. Balliet, tenor, and members of the Newman choir conducted a business meeting and class election.

**Fraternity Basketball Schedule Is Announced**

(Continued from page 5)

**FRATERNITY BASKETBALL**

**W. "Hank" Johnston, '29**

**Pettibone's Annual Winter Rummage Sale**

Begins Thursday and Continues Through Saturday

Outstanding Reductions on Coats, Dresses, Gloves, Neckwear, Hats, Men's Accessories and Hundreds of Other Items

**TOTAL FIRM**

**Oaks Candy Shop**

**Fresh Daily**

One Store Only—Next to Hotel Appleton

---

**Local Firm**

---
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